
How to ruin the world… one puff 

at a time! 

2025. 7 years since marijuana was      
legalized in Canada. Teenagers are     
burning shops everywhere. Babies crying,     
screaming for their mothers calming     
chemical breastmilk. Kids are crawling on      
the floor, bloody eyes and dripping saliva       
in the corner of their mouth. We hear        
people screaming their lungs out, but we       
can barely hear because most people suffer       
from lung cancer and tuberculosis. Canada      
is now known as “Hell on Earth”. 
 
And all of that because of the danger of         
marijuana. It’s all true, this drug is       
dangerous and the second you touch it you        
will become addicted. Am I overreacting?      
Haven’t you heard this once from other       
people? 
 
As years have gone by, the popularity of        
cannabis has grown, close to half of all        
Canadians will consume marijuana at least      
one time in their lifetime. However, only 5        
to 10 % of them will develop an addiction         
to the said drug. If we compare it to         
cigarette, which is less controversial and      
remains socially a lot more accepted, 32 %        
of its users get addicted to smoking       
tobacco. In addition to that, studies shown       
that less than 6 % of 17 year-old boys         
consume marijuana once or more every      
day. For girls, the number is even more        
ridiculous at 2 %. The question about the        
danger of getting addicted to marijuana is       
clearly out of the picture. The chances are        
really low and concern a minority of       
individuals. 
 

In fact, the legalization of marijuana could       
have an important impact on the economy       
of our country. For instance, Colorado’s      
significant profits made from the taxation      
of marijuana. It is an impressive number.       
They make up to 100 million dollars every        
month. Canada could benefit a lot from its        
legalization, the population of Canada is 7       
times that of Colorado. Try to imagine       
how much money Canada could make      
every year with the taxation of marijuana. 
 
With this new market comes new jobs. In        
the state of Washington, 700 companies      
have opened their doors to offer various       
marijuana products to a specific customer      
base. This means that 700 companies are       
looking for employees and suppliers. 
 
The legalization of marijuana could also      
bring tourism in Canada. 70 % of       
customers in stores from Colorado that are       
selling herbs are from elsewhere in the       
USA. 
 
In addition to all of that, the marijuana        
plant, hemp, is not only good for us in         
some ways, but it’s also extremely good       
for our environment. Hemp was used for       
thousands years to make paper, rope,      
canvas and textile. After it was made       
illegal, people started realizing just what      
amazing potential the plant has. With      
paper production out of hemp, the need to        
cut down billions of trees would be out of         
the picture. Many forests could now be       
preserved. Hemp only needs 4 month to       
grow 20 feet tall when a tree needs 50         
years before it can be used. We would not         
only save time but we would also save        
space. Marijuana plants doesn’t require a      
large territory, it can almost be planted       



anywhere. Hemp fibers can also be used to        
create textile. Hemp fibers are known to be        
10 times stronger than cotton. Moreover,      
hemp requires a tiny amount of water       
compared to cotton. So why cutting this       
incredible resource from the world? We      
are destroying the planet when, in fact, we        
have one of the many simple solutions to        
help in our faces.  
 
As you can see, marijuana is not as        
dangerous as some may think. In my       
opinion, marijuana needs to be legalized.      
People have to stop seeing it as a        
dangerous and murderess drug. It is clearly       
proved by many studies and facts that the        
legalization of marijuana in Canada has a       
lot more pros than cons. 
 


